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The assembly of genetically encoded molecules into symmetric, 
supramolecular structures and materials supports the acqui-
sition of complex functionality in natural biological systems, 

and would likewise prove valuable in the development of bionano-
technologies such as drug delivery, energy transport and biologi-
cal information storage1–7. The formation of well-defined, complex, 
and physically and allosterically coupled assemblies from a small 
number of genetically encoded components is in turn the product 
of repeated, symmetric interactions between molecular building 
blocks3–7. However, while exploration of de novo engineering of 
artificial biomolecular assemblies has begun, these efforts gener-
ally rely on the precise and targeted design of complex molecular 
interfaces8–18. In contrast, studies of simple synthetic colloids sug-
gest that fairly complex structures can be derived based solely on 
packing and energetic considerations. For example, computational 
and experimental studies of polyhedral and spherical colloids indi-
cate that complementary particle shapes19–24 and simple attractive 
‘patches’25–30 alone can enable the formation of complex symmetri-
cal assemblies. Shape complementarity has similarly been exploited 
experimentally to arrange synthetic linear biomolecules, specifi-
cally double-stranded DNA strands, into distinct, higher-order  
structures, suggesting a utility beyond inorganic systems31,32.

Here, we demonstrate a simple, robust strategy to assemble 
monomeric proteins into entirely synthetic, well-defined oligo-
mers. This strategy centres on driving protein–protein interactions 
by combining engineered, oppositely supercharged variants of an 
initially monomeric protein. Generally, oppositely charged proteins 
associate through simple electrostatic interactions33. Previously, 
this propensity for association has been exploited in artificial bio-
systems to engineer binary protein crystals34,35, capsules36–38 and 
Matryoshka-like cages39 from naturally charged or self-assembling 

proteins. We suspected that, on combining pairs of highly oppo-
sitely charged, monomeric-engineered protein variants, shape and 
physicochemical features would also favour assembly along par-
ticular geometrically and physicochemically favoured interfaces, 
producing well-defined architectures rather than amorphous aggre-
gates (Fig. 1a). The ability to simply engineer proteins to assemble 
into such synthetic scalable molecular assemblies via supercharg-
ing may prove useful for technologies ranging from pharmaceutical  
targeting to artifical energy harvesting and ‘smart’ sensing and 
building materials1,8–18,36–40.

Results
Oppositely charged GFP variants interact. As a model system 
we used variant pairs of monomeric superfolder green fluorescent 
proteins (GFPs) containing introduced basic or acidic amino acids 
on their surfaces, rendering them positively or negatively charged, 
respectively (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 1)41,42. Beyond the 
ability to observe fluorescent properties, the simple barrel shape 
of GFP potentially enables assembly into several crystalline43,44 and 
non-crystalline45 geometries. For the positively supercharged pro-
tein we used a monomeric GFP variant with a net charge of + 33 at 
pH 7.4 (GFP+ 33)41, and for the negatively charged protein we used 
monomeric GFP variants with net charges of − 10, − 17 and − 31 at 
pH 7.4 (GFP− 10, GFP− 17 and GFP− 31)42. To enable Förster reso-
nance energy transfer (FRET) measurements between positively 
and negatively charged proteins we introduced a Y66W mutation to 
blueshift the GFP+ 33 chromophore along with three associated sta-
bilizing mutations (F146G, N147I, H149D)46–48, ultimately yielding 
‘Ceru+ 32’. Denaturing gels (Supplementary Fig. 2) and absorbance/
emission spectra (Supplementary Fig. 3) indicated that each protein 
was expressed monomerically and with the expected fluorescent  
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properties. Solutions containing individual proteins showed no 
precipitation (Fig. 1c), and dynamic light scattering (DLS) mea-
surements indicated diameters of 5.7 ±  1.7 nm, 6.2 ±  1.9 nm, 
5.5 ±  1.4 nm and 5.9 ±  1.9 nm for Ceru+ 32, GFP− 10, GFP− 17 and 
GFP− 31, consistent with the diameter of GFP monomers (Fig. 1d 
and Supplementary Fig. 4).

While each GFP variant was individually monomeric, combin-
ing oppositely charged variants produced larger particles. Mixing 
equimolar amounts of Ceru+ 32 and any of the negatively super-
charged GFPs in 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 7.4 buffer produced 
a cloudy solution containing fluorescent particles that settled after 
brief centrifugation at 1,700g relative centrifugal force (Fig. 1c  
and Supplementary Fig. 4). As expected, mixing pairs of posi-
tively (Ceru+ 32/control protein GFP+ 17) or negatively (GFP− 17/ 
GFP− 31) supercharged proteins produced no visible precipitation. 
DLS measurements indicated that Ceru+ 32/GFP− 10 and Ceru+ 
32/GFP− 17 particles were micrometre-scale and monodisperse, 
with average diameters of 1,675 ±  251 nm and 1,421 ±  136 nm, 
respectively (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 4). Ceru+ 32/GFP− 31 
particles were larger and more polydisperse, with an average diam-
eter of 2,452 ±  984 nm (Supplementary Fig. 4). DLS measurements 
of Ceru+ 32/GFP+ 17 and GFP–31/GFP− 17 indicated particle 
diameters consistent with monomers, 6.9 ±  3.0 nm and 5.3 ±  1.8 nm, 
respectively, confirming that these like-charged monomers did not 
associate (Fig. 1d).

Particle size depends on solution conditions. The observed inter-
action of opposite- but not like-charged proteins indicates that 
assembly is mediated by electrostatic interactions. To further inves-
tigate these interactions, we measured the dependence of particle 
size on ionic strength and solute composition. Notably, combining 
pairs of oppositely charged proteins at higher ionic strength pro-
duces smaller particles distinct from both the micrometre-scale 
assemblies produced at 50 mM NaCl and monomeric proteins: 
combining Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 at 150 mM NaCl produced par-
ticles 11.6 ±  1.8 nm in diameter (Fig. 2a). Systematic measurements 
of particle size versus ionic strength showed phase-transition-like 
behaviour, with Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particle diameters of ~1,300 nm 
at NaCl ≤  50 mM and ~12 nm at 100–300 mM NaCl (Fig. 2a).  
At NaCl >  300 mM, the Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particle diameter 
decreased slightly to ~9 nm, suggesting that at these high-salt con-
centrations a fraction of the ~12 nm particles dissociate into mono-
mers or smaller oligomers. Combining Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 in 
KCl, MgSO4 and NaCl/MgCl2 solutions produces similar behaviour, 
with ~12 nm particles produced at moderate ionic strength and 
~1,300 nm particles produced at low ionic strength (Supplementary 
Fig. 5). Formation of the 12-nm-scale particle from the larger par-
ticles is reversible: adding high-salt buffer to increase the NaCl con-
centration from 50 mM to 100 mM reduced the Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 
particle diameter from 1,280 ±  327 nm to 12.5 ±  2.2 nm (Fig. 2b). 
This transition occurred rapidly, with the solution becoming clear 
and the measured particle diameter decreasing immediately upon 
NaCl addition. This rapid reversibility suggests that the microme-
tre-scale particles assemble via discrete interactions between 
well-defined, folded structures, as opposed to non-specifically 
via unfolded, irreversible interactions49. Ceru+ 32/GFP− 10 and  
Ceru+ 32/GFP− 31 particles show a qualitatively similar salt depen-
dence as Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 (Supplementary Fig. 6). However, when 
compared to Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17, the transition from particles with 
~1,300 nm diameter to ~12 nm occurred at higher NaCl concentra-
tions, 150–300 mM and 300–450 mM for Ceru+ 32/GFP− 10 and 
Ceru+ 32/GFP− 31, respectively.

Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particle size also depends on protein stoi-
chiometry and pH. To characterize the effects of stoichiometry, we 
measured the diameter of particles formed at 50 and 150 mM NaCl 
from 0.1 mg ml−1 of either Ceru+ 32 or GFP− 17 and 0.02, 0.05, 0.01 
or 0.2 mg ml−1 of the other. At 50 mM NaCl, DLS measurements 
indicated ~1,300-nm-diameter particles with excess or equivalent 
GFP− 17 but ~10- to 12-nm-diameter particles with excess Ceru+ 32  
(Supplementary Fig. 7). At 150 mM NaCl, DLS measurements indi-
cated ~12-nm-diameter particles at 1:5, 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1 ratios of 
Ceru+ 32 to GFP− 17 and ~7 nm particles at 5:1 ratios of Ceru+ 32 to 
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Fig. 1 | Oppositely supercharged Cerulean (Ceru) and GFP variants as a 
model system for charge-mediated protein assembly. a, We hypothesized 
that engineered, oppositely supercharged variants of normally monomeric 
proteins might assemble into well-defined architectures including 
symmetrical oligomers and, potentially, hierarchically into higher-
order, larger structures. b, To investigate this hypothesis, we employed 
supercharged GFP variants engineered by mutating the surface residues 
of superfolder GFP to basic (blue) or acidic (yellow) residues. Shown are 
the positively and negatively charged proteins employed for the majority 
of experiments described in this study: Ceru+ 32, with a charge of + 32 at 
pH 7.4 and a tryptophan-containing cerulean chromophore, and GFP− 17, 
with a charge of − 17 at pH 7.4 (refs. 41,42). Superfolder GFP variants with  
+ 33, + 17, − 10 and − 31 charges at pH 7.4 were also used (Supplementary 
Fig. 1). c, Each supercharged protein alone is easily soluble and does 
not produce a precipitate. However, combining 0.1 mg ml−1 of Ceru+ 32 
and GFP− 17 at 50 mM NaCl produces visible particles that sink upon 
light centrifugation. Combining the like-charged proteins Ceru+ 32 and 
GFP+ 17 or GFP− 31 and GFP− 17 does not produce a precipitate. d, DLS 
measurements of the Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particles formed at 50 mM NaCl 
indicate that they are micrometre-scale and quite monodisperse, with 
average diameters of 1,421 ±  136 nm. DLS measurements of Ceru+ 32 
and GFP− 17 alone and Ceru+ 32/GFP+ 17 and GFP− 31/GFP− 17 indicate 
diameters of 5.7 ±  1.7 nm, 5.5 ±  1.4 nm, 6.9 ±  3.0 nm and 5.3 ±  1.8 nm, 
respectively, consistent with the expected size of monomeric proteins.
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GFP− 17. Although the DLS measurements did not directly indicate 
the presence of monomeric proteins even at unequal stoichiome-
tries, we suspect that they were probably present: DLS generally pro-
vides the ‘major’ component in a solution by extrapolating particles’ 
diameters from the time correlation of scattering patterns. Because 
the scattering intensity depends on particle diameter to the sixth 
power, DLS contains a significant bias towards larger components50, 
suggesting that our measurements may resolve only the largest major 
component (that is, the ~12 nm particle) or, potentially, a diameter 
in between two similarly sized but distinct components (that is, the 
~6 nm protein and ~12 nm particle). Decreasing pH dissolved both 
the ~12 nm and ~1,300 nm particles completely to monomers. At 
50 mM NaCl, particle diameter decreased from 1,622 ±  556 nm at 
pH 7.4 to 5.7 ±  2.4 nm at pH 6.5; at 150 mM NaCl, particle diameter 
decreased from 11.0 ±  3.1 nm at pH 7.4 to 6.0 ±  0.8 nm at pH 6.5 
(Supplementary Fig. 8). Fluorescence measurements confirmed 
that both proteins remain well-folded at pH 6.5, suggesting that 
dissolution occurs due to disruption of intermolecular interactions 
rather than individual proteins unfolding (Supplementary Fig. 9). 
Theoretical calculations predict that decreasing the pH from 7.4 
to 6.5 to 6.0 increases the surface charge of Ceru+ 32 from + 32 to  
+ 39 to + 43 and the surface charge of GFP− 17 from − 17 to − 9 to − 4. 
Experimentally, decreasing the pH from 7.4 to 6.0 increases the zeta 
potential of Ceru+ 32 from 8.9 ±  0.2 mV to 12.3 ±  0.1 mV and the 
zeta potential of GFP− 17 from − 15.7 ±  0.4 mV to − 12.0 ±  0.5 mV, 
supporting these predictions (Supplementary Fig. 9). Taken 
together, the observations that mixtures of Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 
assemble into three distinct phases (~6 nm (monomeric), ~12 nm 
and ~1,300 nm diameter particles) at a broad range of salt, stoichio-
metric and pH conditions suggest that the behaviour is governed by 
discrete, specific intermolecular interactions. We term this strategy 
of driving defined protein interactions by combining engineered 
supercharged variants as supercharged protein assembly (SuPrA).

FRET between oppositely supercharged fluorescent proteins 
depends on solution conditions. To further investigate the compo-
sition and electronic structure of the SuPrA particles, we measured 
FRET between Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17. Specifically, we measured the 
ratio of the fluorescent output of GFP− 17 at its emission maximum 
(515–535 nm) in response to direct excitation at its own excitation 
maximum of 485 nm to that in response to excitation of Ceru+ 32, 
at Ceru+ 32’s excitation maximum of 433 nm, defining this quan-
tity as the ‘excitation ratio’. Through FRET, excited cerulean ‘donor’ 
proteins transfer energy to GFP ‘acceptor’ proteins located within 
a ~10 nm distance, producing GFP fluorescence51. A mixture of 
non-interacting Ceru+ 32/GFP+ 17 produced an excitation ratio 

of 0.19 ±  0.01, identical to the 0.19 ±  0.01 excitation ratio mea-
sured in the absense of Ceru+ 32 (Supplementary Fig. 10). Ceru+ 
32/GFP− 17 particles at 50 and 150 mM NaCl, however, produced 
substantially higher excitation ratios of 0.37 ±  0.01 and 0.30 ±  0.01, 
respectively. These results indicate that Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 are 
spatially close in both ~1,300-nm and ~12-nm-diameter particles.

The excitation ratios of Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 SuPrA particles 
showed a qualitatively similar though more graded depen-
dence on NaCl concentration than did particle size measured by 
DLS. At NaCl ≤  50 mM, the excitation ratios remained at ~0.37 
(Supplementary Fig. 11). Increasing the NaCl concentration pro-
gressively decreased the excitation ratio until ~450 mM, where the 
excitation ratios levelled off at ~0.22. Control measurements indi-
cated that NaCl concentration changes affect neither Ceru+ 32 nor 
GFP− 17 fluorescence (Supplementary Fig. 12). This graded transi-
tion suggests that increasing NaCl produces subtle shifts in equilib-
ria or geometries, which DLS misses. This is not surprising—while 
DLS generally provides the ‘major’ component in a solution via the 
time correlation of scattering patterns50, FRET provides the ‘average’ 
component via total energy transfer from donor to acceptor fluo-
rophores51. Taken together, our DLS and FRET data are consistent 
with subtle but significant shifts in the spectral overlap or packing 
geometries within SuPrA particles of a given size, or with changes 
in equilibria between differently sized SuPrA particles. Bulk FRET 
of Ceru+ 32/GFP− 10 and Ceru+ 32/GFP− 31 particles also showed 
decreasing excitation ratios with increasing NaCl concentration 
(Supplementary Fig. 13).

Negative stain electron microscopy indicates a monodisperse, 
globular, oligomer structure. To investigate the specific archi-
tecture of the ~12 nm Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particle, we first used 
negative stain electron microscopy. Raw micrographs of negatively 
stained Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particles formed at 150 mM NaCl indi-
cated monodisperse, globular protomers ~160 Å in diameter con-
taining internal features (Supplementary Fig. 14). Intriguingly, these 
particles appeared to show eight-fold symmetry after reference-
free two-dimensional (2D) alignment and classification. Using 3D 
reconstruction techniques, we obtained a structure of this complex 
at ~18 Å resolution that clearly showed eight globular densities con-
sistent with the size and shape of the parent protein of Ceru+ 32 and 
GFP− 17, superfolder GFP, arranged into a single ring. Each pro-
tomer contains two of these symmetric rings stacked on top of one 
another and offset by about half a subunit, ultimately forming a bar-
rel. This structure is roughly equivalent in volume to the ~12-nm-
diameter sphere measured by DLS, strongly suggesting that the 
protomer observed by DLS and electron microscopy are the same.
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Fig. 2 | Ceru+32/GFP−17 particle size depends on NaCl concentration. a, Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particle size depends on NaCl concentration in a phase-
transition-like manner. At pH 7.4, combining 0.1 mg ml−1 of both Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 produces particles ~1,300 nm in diameter at NaCl concentrations at 
or below 50 mM, particles ~12 nm in diameter at NaCl concentrations at 100–300 mM NaCl and particles ~9–11 nm in diameter at NaCl concentrations at 
and above 450 mM. At all NaCl concentrations measured, Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particle size remains significantly higher than that of single proteins.  
b, Approximately 1,300-nm-scale particles form reversibly: increasing the NaCl concentration from 50 mM to 100 mM rapidly reduces the particle 
diameter from 1,280 ±  327 nm to 12.5 nm ±  2.2 nm.
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To further investigate the structural and molecular interactions 
underlying protomer formation we employed shape- and charge-
based Monte Carlo modelling. Although the negative stain data 
indicated a specific arrangement of globular densities, the resolu-
tion was not sufficient to determine their precise orientations or 
structural features differentiating Ceru+ 32 from GFP− 17. We 
hypothesized that we could determine the configuration of Ceru+ 32  
and GFP− 17 within the protomer by simulating different test 
configurations; the true configuration(s) would be expected to be 
the most stable. We identified a set of test configurations that fit 
two assumptions. The first was that the protomer contained eight 
Ceru+ 32 and eight GFP− 17 proteins organized in an alternating 
pattern to minimize opposite-charge repulsion and maximize like-
charge attraction. The second was that, given that the vast major-
ity of natural homomeric protein complexes are symmetrical3–7,49, 
the synthetic protomer likewise contained a symmetric arrange-
ment of Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 proteins. From these, we identified 
four distinct candidate configurations differing in the orientations 
of the Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 proteins, with the N-terminal bar-
rel tops oriented either towards the outside or the inside of the 
protomer interface (Supplementary Fig. 15). Each candidate con-
figuration was modelled by approximating Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 
proteins as hard, non-convex polyhedra representing their solvent-
excluded surface with point charges placed at each atomic site. The 
stability of each was assessed over a range of NaCl concentrations 
using the hard particle Monte Carlo (HPMC) plugin to HOOMD-
blue52–54. The total energy at each step was calculated as the sum 
of the hard particle and screened electrostatic contributions. After 
400,000 sweeps, protomer stability was assessed quantitatively via 
the average radius of gyration Rg between the proteins compris-
ing the protomer (that is, the root-mean-squared molecule-to- 
molecule distance). Negative stain data indicated an Rg of ~6.5 nm 
in the intact protomer; we defined Rg  >  13 nm as a clear threshold 
for dissociation.

Qualitatively, these simulations produced the expected behav-
iour: endpoint Rg increased with increasing NaCl concentration 
(Supplementary Fig. 15). However, while each candidate con-
figuration remained intact at low NaCl (< 38 mM), all dissociated 
at NaCl >  50 mM, in contrast to the experimental observations in 

which the protomers remained intact at NaCl concentrations well 
above 150 mM. Moreover, the different candidates exhibited nearly 
identical stability ranges; none showed the increased stability 
range expected for the ‘true’ configuration. This discrepancy sug-
gested that the protomer geometry differed from our hypothesized  
symmetrical arrangements.

Atomic model of protomer and its interfaces revealed by cryo-
electron microscopy. To unambiguously characterize the protomer 
structure and the molecular basis for its assembly, we performed 
cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and obtained a 3.47 Å density 
map (using the 0.143 Fourier shell correlation criterion). The high 
quality of the reconstruction allowed us to build an atomic model 
of the protomer (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Figs. 16–18). Consistent 
with the negative stain electron microscopy reconstruction, the 
cryo-EM map contains two stacked rings, each composed of eight 
monomers with the obvious beta barrel architecture expected for 
a GFP. However, in contrast to the structure inferred by negative 
staining, in which each ring contained eight-fold symmetry, the 
higher-resolution cryo-EM structure clearly shows D4 symme-
try, with two distinct orientations for each monomer (Fig. 3 and 
Supplementary Fig. 17). By examining the side chains of selected 
amino acids, we could easily assign each monomeric density to 
either Ceru+ 32 or GFP− 17 (Supplementary Fig. 18). Interestingly, 
on each ring there are four Ceru+ 32 monomers in the plane of the 
ring, pointing towards the inner channel, and four GFP− 17 mono-
mers nearly parallel to the edge of the octameric ring but tilted 
~30° with respect to the Ceru+ 32 monomers. These two types of  
monomer are arranged in an alternating, repeating pattern on both 
rings. The two rings are mirror-image reflections offset by ~22.5°, 
with each Ceru+ 32 monomer contacting a GFP− 17 monomer on 
the opposite ring (Fig. 4).

Introduced charged residues play a key role in protomer inter-
faces. Analysis by PDBePISA55 indicated four distinct protein–pro-
tein interfaces within the protomer, each containing electrostatic 
interactions involving introduced charged residues (Fig. 4, Table 1 
and Supplementary Figs. 19 and 20). Within each eight-protein ring, 
Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 interact at two distinct interfaces, which we 

GFP–17

Ceru+32a

45°90°

90° 45°

b

Fig. 3 | Cryo-EM structure of the Ceru+32/GFP−17 protomer. a, Cryo-EM reconstruction of the Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 protomer at 3.47 Å resolution in three 
different orientations. Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 monomers are coloured blue and yellow, respectively. b, Atomic model of the Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 protomer 
in the three orientations corresponding to a. Only the top ring is shown on the left panel, with the atomic structure in ribbon docked into the semi-
transparent cryo-EM density.
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have termed the ‘Ceru+ 32 clockwise’ interface (where Ceru+ 32 is 
clockwise of GFP− 17 when viewed from above) and the ‘GFP− 17 
clockwise’ interface (where GFP− 17 is clockwise of Ceru+ 32 when 
viewed from above) (Fig. 4a). The Ceru+ 32 clockwise interface  
(Fig. 4b) contains nine contacts between the side of the Ceru+ 32 
beta barrel and the top of the GFP− 17 beta barrel, seven of which are 
between an introduced charged residue on one protein and a native 
residue on the other. The introduced charged residues Ceru+ 32  
R205 and K150 form hydrogen bonds, a salt bridge and a hybrid 
hydrogen bond/salt bridge with a stretch of native, N-terminal 
GFP− 17 residues (E6, E7, L8, T10 and V12). Additionally, the 
introduced charged residues Ceru+ 32 K231 and GFP− 17 D39 form 
hybrid hydrogen bond/salt bridge interactions with native resi-
dues GFP− 17 D77 and Ceru+ 32 R74, respectively. The GFP− 17  
clockwise interface (Fig. 4c) contains six contacts between the 
sides of the Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 beta barrels, three of which are 
between an introduced charged and a native residue. Notably, the 

introduced charged residue Ceru+ 32 R191 flips out of its origi-
nal orientation to hydrogen bond with the native GFP− 17 residue 
Q205 (Supplementary Fig. 21). Additionally, the introduced residue 
Ceru+ 32 K125 forms a salt bridge and hybrid interaction between 
the native residues GFP− 17 E143 and E173. Between opposite 
eight-protein rings, Ceru+ 32 and GFP–17 interact at a single inter-
face that we have termed the ‘inter-ring’ interface (Fig. 4d). This 
interface contains six contacts between the side of a Ceru+ 32 in one 
ring and the top of a tilted GFP− 17. Two of these are between the 
introduced residue Ceru+ 32 K165 and the native residue GFP− 17 
D198, whose side chains form a salt bridge and a hybrid interaction. 
Three additional contacts form between an introduced charged 
residue and a native residue: introduced charged residues Ceru+ 32 
K165 and GFP− 17 E158 and D194 form a hydrogen bond, a hybrid 
interaction and a salt bridge with the native residues GFP− 17  
L196 and Ceru+ 32 K108 and K167, respectively. Interestingly, 
neighbouring GFP− 17 proteins in opposite rings also interact at a 
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small, symmetric interface that we have termed the ‘inter-GFP− 17’  
interface. This interface contains two salt bridges between the intro-
duced E165 and native K167 residues on the tilted beta barrel of 
each GFP− 17 (Fig. 4e). In total, the protomer interfaces contain 
176 inter-protein electrostatic interactions, 128 of which (73%) 
contain at least one introduced charged residue. However, while 
many charged residues play key roles in protomer interface forma-
tion, 11 of the total 21 introduced charged Ceru+ 32 residues and 
six of the 11 introduced charged GFP− 17 residues are not involved 
in interface formation. This suggests that the relatively large num-
ber of introduced charged residues provide supercharged protein 
pairs with many potential sites for interaction, allowing them to 
‘find’ interaction geometries supporting cooperative assembly into  
symmetrical structures.

The protomer interfaces appear to be mediated entirely by the 
electrostatic contacts described above. Visual inspection indicates 
loose packing of non-electrostatically interacting residues near 
each interface, and PDBePISA predicts moderately unfavourable 
solvation energies (0.3–3.3 kcal mol−1 per interface) and complex 
formation significance scores of 0.000 for each interface, indicat-
ing that hydrophobic packing plays no role in protomer interface 
formation. Similarly, the C-terminal His6-tag employed for protein 
purification also appears to play no significant role in protomer for-
mation. The C-terminal Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 residues, including the 
His6-tag employed for purification, are oriented towards the centre 
of the protomer and away from the inter-protein interfaces. While 
the density corresponding to the His6-tag itself is unresolved, these 
observations indicate that the His6-tag probably does not contrib-
ute to the intermolecular interactions driving protomer formation 
(Supplementary Fig. 22). Notably, while some GFP variants, includ-
ing the parent protein originally found in Aeqorea victoria, dimerize 

near their native A206 residue (mutated to V to render each variant 
used in this work monomeric40,41), this residue and the surrounding 
interfaces are completely uninvolved in the structure, indicating a 
novel architecture56,57.

Protomer size is consistent with that measured by DLS, sug-
gesting high yield. The size of the protomer structure indicated 
by the cryo-EM structure is consistent with that measured by DLS 
at 100–300 mM NaCl, indicating that it forms with high yield. To 
further estimate the fraction of proteins that assembled into pro-
tomers, we calculated the relative proportions of monomer and 
protomer particles (approximated as ~6 nm and ~12.5 nm spheres) 
expected to produce the average diameter of 11.6 nm measured at 
150 mM NaCl for Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particles. This calculation pre-
dicted that ~87% of the particles in solution are protomers, which 
corresponds to ~99% of all Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 proteins in the 
protomer phase. While this prediction may be an overestimate due 
to the bias of DLS toward the ‘major’, larger components in hetero-
geneous solutions50, the agreement between DLS measurements and 
cryo-EM data indicates high yield.

Oligomer formation is generalizable to other pairs of super-
charged fluorescent protein variants. Other pairs of oppositely 
charged GFP variants form ~12 nm particles at certain NaCl  
concentrations, suggesting that they also form protomer-like oligo-
meric structures (Supplementary Fig. 6). To investigate the extent 
to which modest changes in sequence affect the ability to form 
protomers we analysed the structure of the particle formed by mix-
ing an alternative positively charged GFP variant, GFP+ 33a, with 
GFP− 1742. GFP+ 33a contains a largely different set of introduced 
positively charged residues relative to Ceru+ 32, with differences 

Table 1 | interactions between Ceru+32 and GFP−17 within the four types of interfaces in the Ceru+32/GFP−17 protomer.  
Charged residues introduced to generate the supercharged Ceru+32a and GFP−17b are shown.

interface Acceptor Donor Type Distance (Å)

Ceru+ 32 CW Ceru+32, ARG 205[NH1]a GFP− 17, LEU 8[O] Hydrogen bond 3.25

Ceru+ 32 CW Ceru+32, ARG 205[NH1]a GFP− 17, THR 10[O] Hydrogen bond 2.45

Ceru+ 32 CW Ceru+32, ARG 205[NH2]a GFP− 17, VAL 12[O] Hydrogen bond 3.51

Ceru+ 32 CW Ceru+ 32, GLY 229[N] GFP− 17, ASP 77[OD1] Hydrogen bond 3.56

Ceru+ 32 CW Ceru+ 32, TYR 201[OH] GFP− 17, ASP 77[OD1] Hydrogen bond 3.80

Ceru+ 32 CW Ceru+32, LYS 150[NZ]a GFP− 17, GLU 7[OE2] Salt bridge 3.95

Ceru+ 32 CW Ceru+32, LYS 150[NZ]a GFP− 17, GLU 6[OE2] Hybrid 3.51

Ceru+ 32 CW Ceru+ 32, ARG 74[NH1] GFP− 17, ASP 39[OD2]b Hybrid 3.59

Ceru+ 32 CW Ceru+32, LYS 231[NZ]a GFP− 17, ASP 77[OD2] Hybrid 3.05

GFP− 17 CW Ceru+ 32, ARG 110[NH1] GFP− 17, SER 176[O] Hydrogen bond 3.14

GFP− 17 CW Ceru+ 32, ARG 110[NH1] GFP− 17, GLY 175[O] Hydrogen bond 3.48

GFP− 17 CW Ceru+ 32, ARG 110[NH2] GFP− 17, ASN 171[OD1] Hydrogen bond 2.92

GFP− 17 CW Ceru+32, ARG 191[NE]a GFP− 17, GLN 205[OE1] Hydrogen bond 2.92

GFP− 17 CW Ceru+32, LYS 125[NZ]a GFP− 17, GLU 173[OE1] Salt bridge 3.92

GFP− 17 CW Ceru+32, LYS 125[NZ]a GFP− 17, GLU 143[OE2] Hybrid 2.45

Inter-ring Ceru+ 32, LYS 167[NZ] GFP− 17, ASP 194[O]b Hydrogen bond 3.85

Inter-ring Ceru+32, LYS 165[NZ]a GFP− 17, LEU 196[O] Hydrogen bond 3.26

Inter-ring Ceru+ 32, TYR 183[OH] GFP− 17, LEU 196[N] Hydrogen bond 2.84

Inter-ring Ceru+32, LYS 165[NZ]a GFP− 17, ASP 198[OD2] Salt bridge 3.66

Inter-ring Ceru+ 32, LYS 108[NZ] GFP− 17, GLU 158[OE1]b Hybrid 3.83

Inter-ring Ceru+32, LYS 165[NZ]a GFP− 17, ASP 198[OD1] Hybrid 2.50

Inter-GFP− 17 GFP− 17, LYS 167[NZ] GFP− 17, GLU 165[OE2]b Salt bridge 3.99

Inter-GFP− 17 GFP− 17, LYS 167[NZ] GFP− 17, GLU 165[OE2]b Salt bridge 3.97
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at 32 residues including three—R191D, R205K and D231K—that 
contact GFP− 17 residues in protomer interfaces (Supplementary  
Fig. 19). Negative stain images indicate ring-like oligomeric struc-
tures similar to those of the Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 pairs, suggesting a 
broad ability of this class of oppositely charged protein variants to 
assemble into defined oligomers (Supplementary Fig. 23).

Computational discrimination of cryo-EM-derived protomer 
structure. Monte Carlo simulations of the protomer structure 
obtained by cryo-EM validated the ability of our computational 

model to discriminate between stable and unstable configurations. 
Specifically, we used the cryo-EM data to construct and simulate 
protomers with the appropriate protein arrangements (Fig. 5a). The 
resulting simulations exhibit stability over a much wider range of 
salt concentrations (Fig. 5b): the protomer with the correct arrange-
ment of Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 proteins does not denature until 
a NaCl concentration of ~80 mM. However, this calculation still 
underestimates the true stability range, suggesting that a truly accu-
rate model would require more explicit modelling of complex inter-
actions than the simple shape- and charge-based methods applied. 
Nonetheless, the discriminatory power of the model indicates its 
potential for quickly answering questions about how particular 
mutations would affect protomer stability.

Confocal microscopy indicates amorphous, fractal-like structure 
of ~1,300 nm particles. To explore the ultrastructural features of 
~1,300 nm Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particles, we imaged the particles 
with confocal microscopy. The resulting images indicated mod-
erately loose, fractal-like amorphous particles generally ~1–10 µ 
m across (Fig. 6). The amorphous, fractal-like appearance of 
these particles suggests that these particles formed from the ran-
dom association of particles, presumably of Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 
monomers, protomers or other types of oligomeric particles in low 
salt regimes58. Fluorescent images taken in the Ceru+ 32 channel, 
GFP− 17 channel and FRET channel (that is, Ceru+ 32 excita-
tion but GFP− 17 detection) are nearly identical, suggesting that  
Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 are evenly distributed throughout the larger 
aggregates (Supplementary Fig. 24).

Discussion
Protein oligomers perform key functions in natural biological sys-
tems, but engineering synthetic oligomers for biotechnological 
applications has remained challenging. While previous studies have 
shown that it is possible to design synthetic protein oligomers from 
a ‘bottom-up’ approach by either modifying extant structures9–13 
or through the de novo design of complementary interfaces14–18, 
we now show that it may be possible to induce the formation of 
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Fig. 6 | Confocal images of micrometre-scale Ceru+32/GFP−17 particles. 
a, Confocal microscopy images of Ceru+ 32/GFP− 17 particles at 50 mM 
NaCl indicate patchy, amorphous particles on the order of ~1–10 μ m 
across. This amorphous, fractal-like geometry is consistent with a random 
association of oppositely charged proteins, particles or patches on smaller 
particles58. The image shown is an overlay of the Ceru+ 32 and GFP− 17 
channels. Supplementary Fig. 24 shows each channel individually.  
b, Close-up view of boxed area in a, indicating patchy, fractal-like  
geometry on the smaller size scale, with punctate features on the order  
of ~200–1,000 nm in diameter.
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novel quaternary structures and higher order architectures through 
the simple process of supercharging. Unlike previously devel-
oped approaches, the method we demonstrate here, SuPrA, does 
not require specific expectations for or knowledge of the eventual 
oligomeric interfaces. Instead, the wide range of charged resi-
dues introduced into the protein variants provide a broad range 
of physicochemically and geometrically complementary interpro-
tein interfaces, ultimately allowing the cooperative assembly of 
defined, symmetric oligomers. Given that both natural proteins3–8 
and synthetic colloids19–30 have been shown to readily assemble into 
symmetric, higher-order structures, we anticipate that our SuPrA 
strategy will be generalizable, creating synthetic, scalable architec-
tures with other proteins, especially since supercharging has proven 
possible across a broad variety of proteins38,39,59–61.

Code availability
Source code for HOOMD-blue is available at http://glotzerlab.engin.umich.edu/
hoomd-blue/ and at https://bitbucket.org/glotzer/hoomd-blue/. Specific source 
codes are available upon request.

Data availability
The data generated and analysed in this study, including sequence verification 
files and the data associated with all figures, are available from the corresponding 
authors upon reasonable request. The cryo-EM density map of the Ceru+ 32/GFP− 
17 protomer has been deposited in the EMDB under accession code EMD-9104. 
The corresponding atomic model has been deposited in the PDB under accession 
code 6MDR.
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